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A Quasi-Static Analysis for a Class
of Induced-Current EIT Systems

Using Discrete Coils
Adnan Köksal*, Member, IEEE, B. Murat Eyübŏglu, Member, IEEE, and Mehmet Demirbilek

Abstract—A discrete coil EIT system is investigated for the
general case of an eccentric circular inhomogeneity. The solution
methodology of the forward problem of this system is explained.
An optimization procedure using this forward problem solution
is developed to find optimum currents that maximize the distin-
guishability. For an eccentric inhomogeneity problem, it is shown
that the coil currents can be optimized to focus the current density
in a region of interest. Optimum coil currents under limited
peak coil currents constraint and limited total power constraint
are obtained. Representative examples that demonstrate the
performance of the system are presented.

Index Terms—Conformal tranformation, discrete coil, distin-
guishability, electrical impedance tomography, induced-current
EIT, optimum current pattern.

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTRICAL impedance tomography (EIT) is an imaging
modality first employed in geophysics, later developed as

a medical imaging modality within the last 25 years [1]. EIT
reconstructs the absolute conductivity distribution or variations
in conductivity distribution based on electrical measurements
performed on the surface of a conductor [2], [3]. Based on the
method of current application to the conductor, EIT systems
can be classified as injected or induced-current systems. In
injected-current EIT, current is injected through an array of
electrodes (e.g., 16 or 32 electrodes) along the boundary of
the object and measurement of voltage at the electrodes helps
the determination of an image representing the conductivity
distribution. Induced-current EIT [4]–[8] works with similar
principles, the main difference being the induction of the
current using a coil or coils located outside the object.

In EIT systems, independent measurements of potential at
the boundary are used to form an image of the object [2], [3].
In order to obtain independent potential distributions, the in-
duced current in the object must be changed in an independent
manner. In injected-current EIT systems, this is accomplished
by changing the drive electrode position, whereas in single-coil
induced-current EIT systems, the location of the coil with re-
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Fig. 1. Discrete coil EIT configuration.

spect to the object is changed for the same purpose. Koksalet
al. [9] proposed a discrete coil structure and an optimum coil
excitation scenario for induced-current EIT systems. In a dis-
crete coil system, the location of the coils does not have to
be changed, the drive current of the coils may be changed in-
stead for increased number of independent measurements and
improved sensitivity.

In this paper, a discrete coil EIT system is investigated for the
general case of an eccentric circular inhomogeneity, for the first
time. The analysis is carried out using a quasi-static assump-
tion and by neglecting the displacement field in the object. For
the concentric inhomogeneity case only, formulation for contin-
uous single- and multiple-coil cases is given in [7] and [8], and
for discrete coils it is given in [10]. Section II gives the forward
problem solution for an eccentric inhomogeneity. Distinguisha-
bility analysis for this problem is given in Section III, where the
the problem of finding the best coil currents is cast into a con-
strained nonlinear optimization problem. Section IV gives some
representative results of forward analysis and of distinguisha-
bility optimization under two different constraints. Conclusions
are presented in Section V.

II. M ETHOD OFANALYSIS

Consider the problem geometry shown in Fig. 1 which dis-
plays a two-dimensional circular object of conductivitywith
an eccentric circular inhomogeneity of conductivityand ra-
dius . The boundary of the inhomogeneity is and of the
object is which coincides with . At , the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The conformal transformation! = (d� z)=(zd� 1) transforms the
original eccentric inhomogeneity problem of (a) inz plane(z = re ) to the
concentric problem of (b) in! plane(! = �e ).

coils of the system are located with each coil consisting of an
angular sector and two radial arms. This simple mathematical
model successfully simulates a coil geometry which is closed
in the transverse plane of the investigated body. Throughout nu-
merical experiments that will be presented, effect of the radial
arms has been seen to be negligible and in practical realiza-
tion the radiation by them can be suppressed using a solenoidal
winding on a ferrite. The problem can be solved efficiently using
a quasi-static assumption which neglects the secondary effects.
In other words, the total magnetic field is assumed to be that of
the primary coil magnetic fields, and the secondary effect of the
electric field on the magnetic field is negligible.

In the frequency regime of conventional EIT, the conducting
properties of objects are much more pronounced than the dielec-
tric properties. This fact constitutes the second approximation
used, i.e., .

Using the two previously stated assumptions for the problem
of Fig. 1, and denoting the solution for potential within the in-
homogeneity by , and outside the inhomogeneity by , the
equation to be solved becomes

(1)

with boundary conditions

(2)

(3)

on (4)

In (1)–(4), represents the normal derivative,denotes any
point in the problem geometry and is the normal component
of the primary vector magnetic potential on. The potentials
in these equations are actually the imaginary parts of the poten-
tials; the real parts can be shown to be identically zero under the
given assumptions [7].

The conformal transformation [11] shown in Fig. 2 converts
the original problem of Fig. 2(a) where a circular inhomogenity
of radius and conductivity centered at to the con-
centric problem of Fig. 2(b) where the inhomogeneity radius

becomes . The parameters related to the conformal transfor-
mation shown in Fig. 2 are given as

(5)

(6)

Under this conformal transformation the Laplacian operator in
two dimensions is invariant and, therefore, the problem in the
transform plane can be solved easily using concentric theory.
The solution in the original problem domain is then obtained
using back-transformation. It is important to note here that the
coil geometry is not affected by the conformal transformation.
If we consider (2)–(4), we see that the normal component of
the primary magnetic vector potential appears only as a source
term. Therefore, the effect of the magnetic vector potential can
be viewed as an effective current density existing at the bound-
aries of the problem. One of the differences of induced-current
EIT from injected-current EIT is that the effective current den-
sity exists not only at the outer boundary, but also at the inhomo-
geneity boundary. In order to complete the tranformation of the
problem to plane the boundary conditions which shows the
effect of primary magnetic field must also be transformed prop-
erly. These boundary conditions are transformed to the trans-
form plane [11] using

(7)

A Fourier analysis solution for the potential in the transform
plane can be affected provided that the scalar line integral
around any closed-contour of the normal component of
vector potential is zero in the cross-sectional plane, i.e.,

(8)

While it is known that the Coulomb’s gauge, , is satis-
fied for all loops of steady current, note that (8) is satisfied by a
class of these loops which generate equal amounts of field lines
entering and leaving the object at the cross-sectional plane. It
is worth mentioning here that, although the results given in this
paper are for the coil geometry of Fig. 1, the analysis that will
follow will be applicable to all coil geometries that satisfy (8).

Under the approximations stated up to now, the electrostatic
potential in the transform plane can be written as

(9)

(10)

Unknown coefficients in (9) and (10) can be found as

(11)
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(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

where and , being the radius of the
inhomogeneity in the transform plane, and

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

It is seen that if is known for the given coil configuration,
the solution for potential in the transform plane is readily ob-
tained in terms of the Fourier coefficients of the transformation
of which is obtained using (7). The numerical solution of
the problem is based on the truncation of the Fourier series for
the vector potential. The vector potential and its normal com-
ponent at the boundaries are calculated for the chosen geometry
as given in [10]. Considering Fig. 1, the contribution from the
angular sector of coils is found using numerical integration. The
calculation for the radial segments of coils is carried out analyt-
ically. As a result, the forward problem is solved as follows.

1) is calculated at the boundaries using numerical in-
tegration. For this purpose, equally separated points are
chosen in the transform plane and and are
calculated for each of the coils. During this calculation,
the locations of these points in the original plane are
found and (8) is utilized. The calculation is repeated for
each coil and and are stored as matrices.

2) Truncated Fourier series coefficients for both and
are calculated and , , , and are found.

These are stored as arrays where is the required
number of terms in Fourier series. Note that the latter is
simply related to the Fourier coefficients by the multi-
plicative constant . Here, the required number of
terms is determined dynamically by checking the error
between respective and its Fourier sum. 1% error
bound between the two yields satisfactory results. Con-
trary to the concentric inhomogeneity case, the number of
Fourier coefficents needed is not very small and increases
as the inhomogeneity gets closer to the object boundary.

3) The potential in the transform plane is calculated using (9)
and (10) and it is back-transformed to the original plane.

4) If current density in the object is required, the mag-
netic vector potential is calculated where the current is

required. Note that this is done totally in the original
coordinates since the coil geometry is not affected by the
transformation. The second current density component
requires the calculation of . This calculation is carried
out in the transform plane at the images of the required
points, and the back transform is found using the chain
rule of differentiation.

III. D ISTINGUISHABILITY ANALYSIS

Distinguishability of an EIT system is defined by Isaacson
[12] as the system’s ability to detect the conductivity difference
of an inhomogeneity from the background. How well the system
is able to do so is mathematically expressed as the difference of
the norm of potential at the boundary for the cases where the in-
homogeneity is and is not present. Best currents that maximize
the distinguishability are studied in [12] and [13] under con-
stant power constraint for the injected-current EIT. Later, the ef-
fect of constraints on the distinguishability performance of the
system is studied in [15], where it is shown that while cosine
drive is better under constant power constraint, opposite drive
has a better distinguishability when the total current injected to
the object is kept constant. Opposite drive has been shown to be
actually the best under constant injected-current constraint in
[16] using an optimization procedure. Later, appropriate elec-
trical safety constraints and the optimal current patterns under
these constraints are discussed in [17].

Consider again the problem shown in Fig. 1 and choose
, , and , . Let and denote

the solutions for potential at the outer boundary for
the cases where the inhomogeneity is and is not present, respec-
tively. norm of the difference between the potentialsand

, denoted by , is the distinguishability measure de-
fined by Isaacson [12].

In the eccentric inhomogeneity problem, the coil currents are
the unknowns when one tries to maximize the distinguishability,
and we need to maximize in the original problem do-
main. Let and denote the solutions for the elec-
trostatic potential when the conductivity of inhomogeneity is
one and , respectively, and consider the square of thenorm
of the difference voltage in plane

(21)
With the change of variable we obtain

(22)

and using the mean-value theorem

(23)

where . Hence, maximizing the voltage difference
norm in the transform plane is equivalent to maximizing
the voltage difference norm in the original plane.
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Collecting results from the previous parts, the objective func-
tion to be maximized during the distinguishability optimization
is the magnitude of the following potential difference:

where is the number of terms kept in the Fourier series.
Now the objective function will be expressed using the matrix
or vector variables defined earlier.

Let be a diagonal matrix representing coefficient
multiplying . can be written as

...
...

...

and its size is . Similarly, define a diagonal matrix as

...
...

...

Using these matrices the coefficients of can be written
as

with

and of can be written as

with

Now, distinguishability is maximized when is
maximized. Note that these can be written as

Therefore, optimization problem for limited peak coil current
case can be given as

Maximize

Subject to: for every (24)

and for the constant power constraint it becomes

Maximize

Subject to: constant (25)

As can be seen from the foregoing analysis, the optimization
problem is solved by defining every parameter related in matrix
or vector form. The forward problem solution is obtained in the
same manner as explained in distinguishability optimization, the
main difference being the currents are known in the forward
problem. The modular structure of the analysis method enables

Fig. 3. Best coil currents found for example 1 underkIk = p
12 constraint.

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of total induced current in the object for example 1
when the best currents underkIk = p

12 constraint are applied.

to analyze a given geometry and to save all related matrices and
to use the same data for different coil currents.

IV. RESULTS

A 12-coil system is used for all examples given in this sec-
tion for the investigation of eccentric inhomogeneity case. The
operating frequency of the system is assumed as50 kHz.

As a first example, 0.25 m, m,
10 S/m and 1 S/m with 0.25 m are chosen. This
corresponds to an inhomogeneity which is a good conductor.
In order to have less than 1% error in the Fourier sum, 11
Fourier coefficients are needed in this example. The constant
in the constraint is chosen as so that the current
found would have the same power as the opposite drive and
the comparison of the two would be meaningful. The best
coil excitation currents under constraint are
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Fig. 5. Best coil currents found for example 2 underjI j � 1 constraint.

found as
. The plot of coil

currents as a function of coil number is shown in Fig. 3. It
may be observed from the pattern of the current that it tries to
locate the inhomogeneity. The induced current density in the
object, when these optimum coil currents are used, is shown in
Fig. 4. Maximum current density for this case is 73.8 mA/m.
The directions of the arrows in Fig. 4 show the direction of the
current and the lengths of the arrows are proportional to the
magnitude of current at that location. The current is focused on
the inhomogeneity as can be seen clearly in this figure. Earlier
results [10] have shown that the best current pattern is a cosine
drive for the concentric case. In the eccentric case the best
current pattern resembles the sampled back-transform of the
cosine drive. This observation brings about an extension of au-
thors’ earlier findings on optimum continuous injected-current
patterns in [16] to discrete coil induced-current case. Choosing
different drive axis location relative to the axis of inhomo-
geneity in the transform plane many different optimum
current patterns can be obtained for the original problem in the

plane. Although the optimal currents will be different in the
plane, they would be all optimal in the sense that they give the
same distinguishability. The reason for this is that they will all
be obtained as sampling of the back transformation of the same
current pattern in the plane.

For the second example, the problem defined in ex-
ample 1 is solved under constraint. The re-
sulting current vector after the optimization is

which is
clearly related to an opposite drive formed by the coil currents.
The current distribution for this example is given in Fig. 5. The
total induced current density in the object is shown in Fig. 6.
In this case the maximum is 70.8 mA/m and again the current
is maximized on the inhomogeneity which is a sign of better
distinguishability.

The third example has the same geometry as the previous ex-
amples but this time 0 S/m is chosen which corresponds to
an insulator inhomogeneity. The best currents for limited peak

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of total induced current in the object for example 2
when the best currents underjI j � 1 constraint are applied.

Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of total induced current in the object for example 3
when the best currents underkIk = p

12 constraint are applied.

coil current and constant power constraints are the same as ex-
amples 2 and 1, respectively. This result reassures the trust in the
best current results since the best current pattern must depend
on the geometry of the problem, but not on the conductivity of
the inhomogeneity. Total induced current for this example under
constant power constraint has 41.8 mA/m as maximum value
and its plot is given in Fig. 7. In this figure, the current is max-
imized along an axis and tangential currents at the boundary of
the inhomogeneity are maximized.

Minimum detectable object radii are investigated next as a
function of the location of the inhomogeneity center. For this
purpose, again a 12-coil system is used and 0 S/m and

10 S/m cases are studied. For these two inhomogeneity
conductivity levels, the performances of opposite drive and
cosine drive are compared as the location of the inhomogeneity
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Fig. 8. Variation of minimum detectable inhomogeneity radii withc, (� =
10 S/m, —:jI j � 1, – –:kIk =

p
12).

Fig. 9. Variation of minimum detectable inhomogeneity radii withc, (� =

0 S/m, —:jI j � 1, –.–:kIk =
p
12).

center moves along the positiveaxis. Although the calcula-
tion here is similar to the concentric inhomogeneity problem
[10], there is an important difference: The best current pattern
changes as the radius and the location of the inhomogeneity
changes. Due to this reason, the best currents must be found
for each radius tried. When finding the minimum radii, the
threshold value for the distinguishability is chosen as 3% of
the norm of the boundary potential vector obtained when
the inhomogeneity is not present. The results are shown in
Figs. 8–11. Fig. 8 compares the performances of the constant
power and limited peak coil currents, when the two currents
have the same power for 10 S/m case. It can be easily seen
from this figure that constant power currents can detect smaller
size inhomogeneities. Fig. 9 shows the same comparison for

0 S/m case. In both of these examples, the minimum
detectable object radius for the two constraints approach one

Fig. 10. Variation of best current pattern withc underkIk = p
12 constraint,

(—: c = 0:05 m, – –:c = 0:4 m, …: c = 0:7 m).

Fig. 11. Variation of best current pattern withc underjI j � 1 constraint,
(– –: c = 0:05 m, – –:c = 0:2 m, …: c = 0:6 m).

another as the inhomogeneity gets closer to the object boundary.
This result should be expected because the best current pattern
for both constraints approaches a uniform distribution as the
inhomogeneity gets very close to the object boundary. Note
that the minimum detectable object radius defined here is a
theoretical limit to the size of the smallest object which can
be imaged under finite measurement precision. There are
other limitations related to reconstruction algorithms used to
reconstruct images from measured data. As a result of this fact,
an object distinguishable based on the criteria discussed here
may not be identified in a reconstructed image. Fig. 10 shows
the variation of the best coil currents under constant power
constraint for three different locations of the inhomogeneity.
The best current pattern for m is very close to a
uniform distribution. Fig. 11 shows the best current variation
for constraint and displays again convergence to the
uniform current pattern.
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Considering the examples and results given in this work, the
best currents for the eccentric inhomogeneity case can be pre-
dicted. In accord with [10], [12], [16], the best current pattern is
related to cosine drive under constant power constraint, and to
opposite drive under limited peak coil current cases. Therefore,
the best currents in the original plane are obtained by the sam-
pling of the back-transform of these distributions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, an induced-current EIT system with discrete
coils is analyzed for the general case of an eccentric inhomo-
geneity. The analysis is carried out using quasi-static assump-
tions and Fourier series. The purpose of the discrete coil system
is to able to make independent measurements without having
to change the location of the coil(s) or the object under investi-
gation. Representative forward problem solutions demonstrate
that the system is actually able to focus the current on the inho-
mogeneity.

In the second part of the work the problem of finding the best
currents, in the sense that the distinguishability is maximized,
is studied. It is shown that the best current pattern is related to
cosine drive when the power is limited, and to opposite drive
when the peak coil current is limited. An interesting result in
this part showed that the best coil current pattern approaches
uniform distribution as the inhomogeneity gets close to the ob-
ject boundary. This is explained using the fact that the coil cur-
rents sample the back-transform of cosine or opposite drive de-
pending on the constraint. Since the coil lengths are finite, sharp
peaks of currents cannot be modeled and uniform distribution
gives a better distinguishability.

The method reported in this work can be applied to a cer-
tain class of coil configurations which assures that the scalar
line integral of the normal component of magnetic vector po-
tential around a closed-contour in the cross-sectional plane is
zero. Furthermore, the quantities used in the method are all put
in a matrix or vector form enabling easy and modular solution.
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